The probability that a random labelled r-regular graph contains a given number of cycles of given length is investigated asymptotically. Cycles of a finite number of different fixed lengths can be handled simultaneously. For i r j, the probabilities of an /-cycle and a j-cycle occurring are asymptotically independent. The results are actually derived in the more general setting of graphs which have any given degree sequence, as long as the maximum degree is bounded above by a constant. As a special case, an asymptotic formula results for the number of labelled r-regular graphs with a given girth.
INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this paper is an asymptotic formula for the number of labelled graphs with a given degree sequence and given numbers of cycles of given fixed lengths. The proofs are based on a formula obtained by Bender and Canfield [2] for the asymptotic number of symmetric non-negative integer matrices with given bounded row sums. As special applications, they obtain asymptotic formulae for the numbers of labelled graphs and multigraphs whose points have given bounded degrees. Their corresponding formula for pseudographs, in which loops are also allowed, only applies if each loop is counted just once in calculating the degree of a point. Usually a loop is regarded as contributing 2 to the degree of its adjacent point. The appropriate asymptotic formula under this more common definition of degree in a pseudograph is derived in Section 3. The main result is then treated in Section 4, using the result of Section 3.
The results of the present paper appear in the author's doctoral thesis [7] . There, the proofs do not use [2] but instead begin with a formula of B6k6ssy et al. [1] concerning the asymptotic enumeration of non-negative integer matrices with given bounded row and column sums. Some of the methods found in the present paper were used in [7] to obtain asymptotic results concerning the expected numbers of given submatrices of a certain type occurring in a random non-negative integer matrix with given row and column sums, and also the probability that a given special type of submatrix occurs. As a special case, this implies results concerning the occurrence of subgraphs in labelled pseudographs in which the lines are labelled independently of the points. The asymptotic effect of unlabelling the lines of such a pseudograph was then studied, thereby producing the results obtained herein as well as result (2.2) in Section 2. Related methods were also used to find asymptotic formulae for the numbers of certain types of bicoloured graphs with given girth.
PRELIMINARIES
For basic graph theoretic notation we refer to Harary ]5 ]. Throughout this paper it is assumed, unless otherwise specified, that the p points of a pseudograph are labelled with the integers 1 ..... p. Two such pseudographs are distinct if and only if there is no label-preserving isomorphism between them.
The degree sequence of a pseudograph G is the sequence d~ ..... dp, where d; is the degree of the point labelled i. If d~ = r for each i then G is called rregular or just regular. The set of pseudographs on p points with degree sequence dl ..... dp is denoted by ~(dl ..... dp) or simply ~, and the set of multigraphs in ~ is denoted by ~'(d~ ..... dp) or just ~r In other words, ~r is the set of loopless pseudographs in ~. The cardinality of~(( is denoted by M(dl ..... dp) or simply M, and the cardinality of ~ is denoted by P(dl ..... dp) or simply P. For the purposes of this article, we only consider multigraphs and pseudographs whose points have degrees at most D, where D is any prechosen positive constant. Consequently, it is assumed throughout that d I ..... dp is always a sequence of positive integers satisfying 0 ~ d i <~ D for 1 ~< i ~< p, whose sum is even.
Unless otherwise specified, all summations Y~ and products 17 are for i = 1 ..... p. By convention (~.)=0 if i<0 or j<0 or j>i. The following notations are used throughout:
(this is the number of lines in a pseudograph with degree sequence d~,..., dp);
(2q)! e ~2+= N = U(dl ..... dp) = q! 2q I-I di ! ; y = Y(dl ..... dp) = ~. 1 (this is the number of points of degree/>2).
di~ 2
For later use we note that 0 ~< a ~ 89 (D --1) and hence For l/> 1, a cycle of length l is called an/-cycle and is denoted by C l, and a pseudograph consisting entirely of t disjoint/-cycles is denoted by tC t. By 
. dp) = (2q)-" W(F)/A(F).
A pseudograph G is rooted at F if a subgraph of G, called the root subgraph, which is isomorphic to F is distinguished. By this it is meant that the points and lines in the root subgraph can be distinguished from the other points and lines in G. Two pseudographs rooted at F are counted as the same only if there is an isomorphism from one to the other which preserves the root subgraph.
In all our asymptotic results it is assumed that D is fixed. O is subscripted by t or F to remind us that a quantity t or a pseudograph F also is being held fixed.
The special case of a result of [2] which will be used heavily is
We close with two results to be exploited in other sections. LEMMA 1. If d~ ..... dp are restricted so that y--* co as q-~ oo and if k r = 2 for 1 <~ r ~ m, then
Proof First observe that since kr = 2 for each r, Let ~,~'= ~'(d~,:.., do) be the set of pseudographs in ~ which contain some point incident with at least two loops, and let ~t = ~tt(dl ..... dp) be the set of pseudographs in ~\~' which contain precisely t loops. Let P'= P'(d~ ..... dp) denote the cardinality of ~', and let Pt = Pt(dl ..... tip) denote the cardinality of ~t. In particular, P0 = M. Put
The number of pseudographs in ~ in which the first point is incident with at least two loops is precisely
A pseudograph in 9' has at least two loops incident with one of its p ~< 2q points, so summing over all possibilities for the position of a double loop, we obtain
We require an asymptotic formula for Pt. If the loops of a pseudograph in ~tt are incident with the points 1, 2 ..... t, then the number of possibilities for the multigraph which results when all the loops are removed is given asymptotically by (2.2) as
where d~=di-2 for i~<t and d~=d i otherwise, and /~=a(dt-2,..., d t -2, dr+ 1 ..... dp). By summing over all possibilities for the positions Sl ..... st of the loops in a pseudograph in 3 t, we obtain
where 9 denotes that the summation ranges over all sequences 1 K sl < "" < s t <~ p satisfying dss>/2 for each j, 
We now have
the t! arising since in ~* the condition s, < s2 < .." < st holds, whereas in W(tC 0 the variables are unordered. Thus
In order to be able to ignore Pt for large t, we need to find a suitable upper bound.
From (2.1) and (2.2) we have M= O(1)N and N= O(1)M. With these variations of (2.2), and with (2.1) in place of (3.2), the fashion of argument which leads to (3.3) suffices to show
where the bound denoted by O( ) is independent of t. Note that p ~< 2q -t since a pseudograph in ~ his t loops incident with t distinct points, and d i 4:0 for each i.
From this and the bound W(tCO <<, (D(D -1))tp!/(p -t)!, (3.4) now implies
and hence
It follows that R(q) = O(1), and so from (3.1) we have P' = o(1)N =o(1)M by (2.1) and (2.2).
As P > P0 = M, it now follows from (3.6) that This shows that whenj is large, P is close to Y~{=oPt.
To complete the proof of the theorem we consider two separate cases. Firstly, restrict attention to sequences d~ ..... dp which satisfy ~/> V~. Then by Lemma 1, In the second case, restrict attention to sequences d 1 ..... dp which satisfy y < v/q -, and take t > 0. Then by Lemma 2, W(tC1) = ot(pt). As p ~ 2q this means W(tC 0 = ot(qt), and so (3.4) yields
P, = o,(U).
Since this holds for every t > 0, and since P0 = M, it now follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that P= (1 +o(1))Ne -2". and so (3.9) follows from (3.10). The combination of the two cases establishes the theorem.
ROOTINGS AND CYCLE RESTRICTIONS
Asymptotically speaking, in order to count regular pseudographs with a specified number of/-cycles, we wish firstly to count regular pseudographs in which a number of /-cycles are distinguished. It is then possible to count regular pseudographs with precisely t(1) different /(1)-cycles and t(2) different/(2)-cycles by counting, firstly, regular pseudographs with precisely t(1) different /(1)-cycles in which a number of/(2)-cycles are distinguished. In the proof of the following theorem, this procedure is applied inductively, for many cycle lengths, to pseudographs with degree sequence d 1,..., dp.
Throughout this section, when o and O are used it is always with the understanding that F and v, t, t(1), t(2 
yt = (2a)t/2l
y, = (2a)l/l for l= 1 and 2. Also, put X 0 = 1 and Proof The two parts of the theorem are proved by a "two-legged" induction on v. Firstly, when v = 0 part (i) is just Theorem 3. It will be shown that the truth of (i) for v = k implies the truth of (ii) for v = k, and that the truth of (i) and (ii) for v = k implies the truth of (i) for v = k + 1.
.. l(v), t(1) ..... t(v) be non-negative integers with the l(i) all different, and suppose F contains no l(j)-cyele for j = 1 ..... v. Then the number of pseudographs with degree sequence dl,..., dp which contain precisely t(j) different l(j)-eyeles for 1 <~ j ~ v is
Assume (i) holds for v = k >/0. Let G be a pseudograph with degree sequence d~ ..... dp and rooted at F such that for 1 ~< i ~< v there are precisely t(i) different/(/)-cycles in G which contain no line of the root subgraph of G. Let P*(F) be the number of possibilities for such a G. We want to know the asymptotic value of P*(F). Xk(d , . ... , dp).
As X k is bounded above, it is thus seen that expression (4.1) can be written 
P*(F) = N(2q)-" W(F)(A(F))-~(o(1) + Xk) = NY(F)(o(1) + Xk). (4.4)
Let W(F) denote the number of possibilities for a pseudograph G with degree sequence d~ ..... dp and rooted at F, containing precisely t(i) different /(/)-cycles for each i. Then the difference between P~(F) and P*(F) is at most the number of possibilities for G rooted at F such that there is a line of the root subgraph contained in an /(j)-cycle, C say, of G for some j (with no other restrictions on the numbers of /(/)-cycles in G). Let H be the pseudograph consisting of the points and lines in C or the root subgraph of G. H is commonly called the union of C and the root subgraph. Given H as a subgraph of G, the number of ways of recovering C and the root subgraph from H is bounded above by a number f~ depending only on F and l(j). It follows that (4.5) where f denotes the maximum off,. for 1 ~< i ~< v, the sum is taken over all j and all possibilities for the pseudograph H as a union of F and an/(j)-cycle sharing a line, and P(H) denotes the number of possibilities for G rooted at H. Let m' and n' be the numbers of points and lines, respectively, in H. Since 
IP~(F) --P*(F)I <~ f ~ P(H),

.. s m, contributing non-zero terms to W(H). It follows that
I41(11) ~ D!m'p"'-mW(F),
and so
Y(H) = OH(l) Y(F)(2q)'-n'p m'-m.
It is fairly easy to see that the truth of (ii) whenever d i ~ 0 for all i implies the truth of (ii) in general. Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that d i >/1 for all i, so that p ~< 2q, and we have
From (4.4) with v ---0,
and so (4.6) and (4.7) imply
Since both the factor f and the number of terms in the summation in (4.5) are bounded above, (4.5) now yields
Hence, by (4.4),
t~(F) = NY(F)(o(1) + Xk),
which is (ii) for v = k. It must now be shown that the truth of (i) and (ii) for v = k implies the truth of (i) for v=k+l.
So suppose O<~v=k, and l (1) We therefore have
p* = P#(sCt) + os(N).
By (ii) with v = k we also have
I:~(sCt) = N(os( i ) + XI,) Y(sCt).
(4.9) (4.10)
Suppose the sequence dl, .... dp is restricted so that Y/>v~. Then by Lemma 1 W(sCt) = (1 + os (1))(4qa) Defining t(k + 1) as t and l(k + 1) as l, this gives (i) with v = k + 1, in ease Now suppose dl ..... dp is restricted so that y < V~. Then by Lemma 2, W(Cl)=o(pl)), so since p~2q we have Y( C t) = o (1) , and hence also /~(Ct) = o(N) by (ii). We also have a = o(1) and thus also yl= o(1). The number of pseudographs in any class which contain precisely t l-cycles is at most the number of pseudographs in that class rooted at C~, and so if t > 0
On the other hand, in case t = 0 note that P~o must be within P#(C~) of the total number of possibilities for G, which is N(o(1) + Xv). In either case, (i) is implied for v = k + 1 on putting t(k + 1) = t and l(k + 1) = l.
Combining the different cases produces (i) with v = k + 1, regardless of the value of y. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 4 can be specialised to obtain various results. In particular, by putting l(1)= 1, l(2)=2 and t(1)=t(2)=0, we find that the word "pseudographs" in the theorem can be replaced by "graphs" if N is replaced by Ne -2~'-2~ and the extra restrictions are made that l(j) >/3 and that F is a graph. If all the t(j) are zero, or if the sequence d 1,..., dp is restricted so that y/p is bounded below by a positive constant, an actual asymptotic formula results, in the latter case because a is then bounded below by a positive constant. This yields the following result. 
. dp has precisely t~j) different l(j)-cycles for 1 ~ j <~ v is asymptotic to X v as p ~ oo.
If we wish to consider r-regular graphs, the requirement that y/p > C can be omitted since y--p. For v --1 the result simplifies to the following. This may be compared with a result of Erd6s and R6nyi [4] which states that the probability that a random graph with p points and 89 lines contains precisely t/-cycles is again asymptotically of the form (4.11), but this time with 2 = rt/2l.
Putting t(i) = 0 for all i and l(j) = j for j = 1 ..... v in Theorem 4(i) yields an asymptotic formula for graphs with given degree sequence and girth at least v + I. Subtracting from this the corresponding formula for v + 2 yields an asymptotic formula for graphs with given degree sequence and girth. Here there is no restriction on 7. For labelled graphs in general, not quite so much is known in relation to girth. However, Erd6setal. [3] showed that the number of graphs with no triangles is asymptotic to the number of bipartite graphs as the number of points increases.
Our result for r-regular graphs may be stated as follows. Using Theorem 4(ii) it is possible to give results corresponding to Corollaries 1-3 for graphs rooted at a subgraph. One of the most interesting is for r-regular graphs. With r and j equal to 3, this provides a different proof of the result obtained in [6] that the mean number of triangles in a cubic graph with 2s points approaches J as s~ ~. The proof given in [6] was based on a recurrence relation for the exact, rather than asymptotic, number of triangles in cubic graphs on 2s points.
